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1 IntroductionThe continued demand for increased computing power during the last decade has ledto the development of computing systems in which a large number of processors areconnected, so that their execution capabilities may be combined to solve a single problem.Several distributed-memory processing systems (such as Intel's hypercube series andthe nCUBE) have come onto the market and are slowly gaining user acceptance. Othersystems are under development or have been announced in recent months. These ar-chitectures are relatively inexpensive to build, and are potentially scalable to very largenumbers of processors. Hence their share of the market is likely to increase in the nearfuture.The most important single di�erence between these and other computer architecturesis the fact that the memory is physically distributed among the processors; the timerequired to access a non-local datum may be an order of magnitude higher than the timetaken to access locally stored data. This has important consequences for program per-formance. In particular, the management of data, with the twin goals of both spreadingthe computational workload and minimizing the delays caused when a processor has towait for non-local data, becomes of paramount importance.A major di�culty with the current generation of distributed memory computing sys-tems is that they generally lack programming tools for software development at a suitablyhigh level. The user is forced to deal with all aspects of the distribution of data and workto the processors, and must control the program's execution at a very low level. Thisresults in a programming style which can be likened to assembly programming on asequential machine. It is tedious, time-consuming and error prone. This has led to par-ticularly slow software development cycles and, in consequence, high costs for software.Thus much research activity is now concentrated on providing suitable programmingtools for these architectures. One focus is on the provision of appropriate high-levellanguage constructs to enable users to design programs in much the same way as theyare accustomed to on a sequential machine. Several proposals (including ours) have beenput forth in recent months for a set of language extensions to achieve this [5, 16, 22, 8,30], in particular (but not only) for Fortran, and current compiler research is aimed atimplementing them.Research in compiler technology has so far resulted in the development of a number ofprototype systems, such as Kali [12], SUPERB [9, 35], and the MIMDizer [19]. In contrastto the current programming paradigm, these systems enable the user to write code usingglobal data references, as on a shared memory machine, but require him or her to specify1



the distribution of the program's data. This data distribution is then used to guide theprocess of restructuring the code into an SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) programfor execution on the target distributed memory multiprocessor. The compiler analyzesthe source code, translating global data references into local and non-local data referencesbased on the distributions speci�ed by the user. The non-local references are satis�edby inserting appropriate message-passing statements in the generated code. Finally, thecommunication is optimized where possible, in particular by combining messages and bysending data at the earliest possible point in time.In this paper, we present a machine-independent language extension to Fortran 77,Vienna Fortran, which allows the user to write programs for distributed-memory mul-tiprocessor systems using global addresses. The Vienna Fortran language extension toFortran 90 is described in a separate paper [3]. Since the performance of an SPMDprogram is profoundly inuenced by the distribution of its data, most of the extensionsproposed here are geared towards allowing the user to explicitly control such distributionof data. Vienna Fortran provides the exibility and expressiveness needed to permit thespeci�cation of parallel algorithms and to carry out the complex task of optimization.Despite this fact, there are relatively few language extensions. A simple algorithm canbe parallelized by the addition of just a few constructs which distribute the program'sdata across the machines.This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe current program-ming practice on distributed memoryMIMD architectures by means of a simple example.Then the programming model assumed by Vienna Fortran is introduced and an overviewof the language elements is provided. This paper does not attempt to give a systematicintroduction to the whole language, but rather describes some of the most important fea-tures by way of simple example codes. These form the body of the subsequent section.Section 5 outlines two more complex problems relevant to real applications, discusses thefeatures of Vienna Fortran which may be used to implement them, and briey discussessome important features of Fortran programs and how we handle them. Finally, weconclude with a discussion of related work and the implementation status of the ViennaFortran Compilation System.
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C SEQUENTIAL CODEREAL UNEW(1:N,1:N), U(1:N,1:N), F(1:N,1:N)CALL INIT (U, F, N)� � �DO 40 J = 2, N-1DO 40 I = 2, N-1UNEW(I,J) = 0.25 * (F(I,J) + U(I-1, J) + U(I+1, J) +& U(I, J-1) + U(I, J+1) )40 CONTINUE� � � Figure 1: Sequential Jacobi relaxation code.2 Programming Distributed Memory Systems: TheState of the ArtThe current generation of distributed-memory multiprocessors is particularly di�cult toprogram: the time taken to adapt existing sequential codes and to develop new applica-tions is prohibitive in comparison to conventional machines, including vector supercom-puters. Further, the low level at which programs must be written is the source of bothfrequent errors and of particularly inexible codes. Consider the brief example describedbelow.The Jacobi iterative procedure may be used to approximate the solution of a partialdi�erential equation discretized on a grid. At each step, it updates the current approxi-mation at a grid point by computing a weighted average of the values at the neighboringgrid points. An excerpt from a Jacobi relaxation code for execution on a sequentialmachine is shown in Figure 1.When this code is parallelized by hand, the programmer must distribute the program'swork and data to the processors which will execute it. One of the common approaches todo so makes use of the regularity of most numerical computations. This is the so-calledSPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) or data parallel model of computation. With thismethod, the data arrays in the original program are each partitioned and mapped to the3



processors. This is known as distributing the arrays. The speci�cation of the mapping ofthe elements of the arrays to the set of processors is called the data distribution of thatprogram. A processor is then thought of as owning the data assigned to it; these dataelements are stored in its local memory. Now the work is distributed according to thedata distribution: computations which de�ne the data elements owned by a processorare performed by it - this is sometimes known as the owner computes paradigm. Theprocessors then execute essentially the same code in parallel, each on the data storedlocally.It is, however, unlikely that the code on one processor will run entirely without re-quiring data which is stored on another processor. Accesses to non-local data must beexplicitly handled by the programmer, who has to insert communication constructs tosend and receive data at the appropriate positions in the code. This is called messagepassing. The details of message passing can become surprisingly complex: bu�ers mustbe set up, and the programmer must take care to send data as early as possible, and ineconomical sizes. Several issues arise which do not have their counterpart in sequentialprogramming. New types of errors, such as deadlock and livelock, must be avoided. Theprogrammer must decide when it is advantageous to replicate computations across pro-cessors, rather than send data. Moreover, for code which is explicitly parallel, debuggingis a serious problem.A major characteristic of this style of programming is that the performance of theresulting code depends to a very large extent on the data distribution selected by theprogrammer. The data distribution determines not only where computation will takeplace. It is also the main factor in deciding what communication is necessary. The totalcost incurred when non-local data is accessed involves not only the actual time takento send and receive data, but also the time delay when a processor must wait for non-local data, or for other processors to reach a certain position in the code. Note that theperformance of a program can no longer be estimated solely by the amount of computationit comprises: extra computation is not necessarily costly, and the communication delayinherent in a particular data distribution could be prohibitive.The message-passing programming style requires that the communication statementsbe explicitly hardcoded into the program. But these statements are based upon thechosen data distribution, and as a result, the data distribution is also implicitly hard-coded. It will generally require a great deal of reprogramming if the user wants to tryout di�erent data distributions.To illustrate this, we reproduce in Figure 2 the above section of code, rewritten torun on a set of P2 processors using message passing code of the kind described. We4



C PROCESSOR STRUCTURE PROC(P,P) IS ASSUMEDC CODE FOR PROCESSOR (P1,P2)PARAMETER ( P = : : : , N = : : : )PARAMETER ( LEN = (N+P-1)/P )C DECLARE LOCAL ARRAYS TOGETHER WITH OVERLAP AREAC DATA OWNED LOCALLY IS U(1:LEN,1:LEN)C AND SIMILARLY FOR UNEW AND FREAL U(0:LEN+1,0:LEN+1), UNEW(1:LEN,1:LEN), F(1:LEN,1:LEN)CALL LOCALINIT(U,F,LEN)� � �C SEND DATA TO OTHER PROCESSORSIF (P1.GT .1) SEND (U(1,1:LEN)) TO PROC(P1-1,P2)IF (P1.LT .P) SEND (U(LEN,1:LEN)) TO PROC(P1+1,P2)IF (P2.GT .1) SEND (U(1:LEN,1)) TO PROC(P1,P2-1)IF (P2.LT .P) SEND (U(1:LEN,LEN)) TO PROC(P1,P2+1)C RECEIVE DATA FROM OTHER PROCESSORS, ASSIGN TOC OVERLAP AREAS IN ARRAY UIF (P1.GT .1) RECEIVE U(0,1:LEN) FROM PROC(P1-1,P2)IF (P1.LT .P) RECEIVE U(LEN+1,1:LEN) FROM PROC(P1+1,P2)IF (P2.GT .1) RECEIVE U(1:LEN,0) FROM PROC(P1,P2-1)IF (P2.LT .P) RECEIVE U(1:LEN,LEN+1) FROM PROC(P1,P2+1)C COMPUTE NEW VALUES ON LOCAL DATADO 40 I = 1, LENDO 40 J = 1, LENUNEW(I,J) = 0.25 * (F(I,J) + U(I-1, J) + U(I+1, J) +& U(I, J-1) + U(I, J+1) )40 CONTINUE: : : Figure 2: Jacobi relaxation code parallelized manually5



have simpli�ed matters by assuming that the processors have been organized into a two-dimensional array PROC(P,P) and that the processor array elements may be addressedfor the purpose of exchanging data items: normally, a structure of this kind would have tobe set up by the user �rst, and references would have to be converted to those provided bythe environment. Further, we assume that the array sizes are multiples of P. Optimizationof communication has been performed insomuch as messages have been extracted fromthe loops and organized into vectors for sending and receiving. When communicationand computation are overlapped, as could be done here by carefully arranging the orderin which local data is updated, the resulting code is considerably longer.In this version of the Jacobi relaxation, each processor has been assigned a squaresubblock of the original arrays. The programmer has declared local space of the appro-priate size for each array on every processor. Array U has been declared in such a waythat space is reserved not only for the local array elements, but also for those which areused in local computations, but are actually owned by other processors. This extra spacesurrounding the local elements is known as the overlap area. Values of UNEW on thelocal boundaries require elements of U stored non-locally for their computation. Thesemust be received, and values from local boundaries must be sent to the processors whichneed them. Care is taken that the processors whose segments of U are on the originalgrid boundaries do not attempt to read from or send to non-existent processors.The result of this low level style of programming is that the user spends a great deal oftime organizing the storage and communication of data. In consequence, the time takento produce a program is considerably longer than for comparable codes on shared-memorymachines. Moreover, once written, the code is hard to modify or improve to run in someother way, even on the same machine. For example, if instead of dividing into squaresubblocks, the user wanted to experimentwith blocking in only one dimension, e.g., blocksof rows or columns, most of the code dealing with speci�cation and communication wouldhave to be modi�ed. We will see below how easily this code can be parallelized in ViennaFortran.3 The Vienna Fortran Language3.1 The Programming ModelVienna Fortran assumes that a program will be executed by a machine with one or moreprocessors according to the SPMD programming model as described above. This modelrequires that each participating processor execute the same program; parallelism is ob-tained by applying the computation to di�erent parts of the data domain simultaneously.6



The generated code will store the local parts of arrays and the overlap areas locally anduse message passing, optimized where possible, to exchange data. It will also map log-ical processor structures declared by the user to the physical processors which executethe program. These transformations are, however, transparent to the Vienna Fortranprogrammer.3.2 The Language FeaturesThe Vienna Fortran language extensions provide the user with the following features:� The processors which execute the programmay be explicitly speci�ed and referredto. It is possible to impose one or more structures on them.� The distributions of arrays can be speci�ed using annotations. These annotationsmay use processor structures introduced by the user.{ Intrinsic functions are provided to specify the most common distributions.{ Distributions may be de�ned indirectly via a map array.{ Data may be replicated to all or a subset of processors.{ The user may de�ne new distribution functions.� An array may be aligned with another array, providing an implicit distribution.Alignment functions may also be de�ned by the user.� The distribution of arrays may be changed dynamically. However, a clear dis-tinction is made between arrays which are statically distributed and those whosedistribution may be changed at runtime.� In procedures, dummy array arguments may{ inherit the distribution of the actual argument, or{ be explicitly distributed, possibly causing some data motion.� A forall loop permits explicitly parallel loops to be written. Intrinsic reductionoperations are provided, and others may be de�ned by the user. Loop iterationsmay be executed{ on a speci�ed processor,{ where a particular data object is stored, or7



{ as determined by the compiler.� Arrays in common blocks may be distributed.� Allocatable arrays may be used in much the same way as in Fortran 90. Arraysections are permitted as actual arguments to procedures.� Assertions about relationships between objects of the program may be insertedinto the program.Vienna Fortran does not introduce a large number of new constructs, but those itdoes have are supplemented by a number of options and intrinsic functions, each ofwhich serves a speci�c purpose. They enable the user to exert additional control overthe manner in which data is mapped or moved, or the code is executed. An overview ofthe Vienna Fortran language extensions for Fortran 77 is given below.We use terminology and concepts from the de�nition of Fortran 77 (and, occasionally,Fortran 90) freely throughout.3.3 The Language Extensions: An OverviewVienna Fortran includes all of the following language extensions to Fortran 77. Manyof them will be discussed in the examples below, where their use is further described inan informal manner. For a complete and precise description of the language, see [36].The reader is also referred to [4] for further examples of the use of these extensions anddemonstration of their expressiveness.The PROCESSORS statement The user may declare and name one or more proces-sor arrays by means of the PROCESSORS statement. The �rst such array is called theprimary processor array; others are declared using the keyword RESHAPE. They referto precisely the same set of processors, providing di�erent views of it: a correspondence isestablished between any two processor arrays by the column-major ordering of array ele-ments de�ned in Fortran 77. Expressions for the bounds of processor arrays may containsymbolic names, whose values are obtained from the environment at load time. Asser-tions may be used to impose restrictions on the values that can be assumed by thesevariables. This allows the program to be parameterized by the number of processors.This statement is optional in each program unit. For example:PROCESSORS MYP3(NP1, NP2, NP3) RESHAPE MYP2(NP1, NP2*NP3)8



Processor References Processor arrays may be referred to in their entirety by spec-ifying the name only. Array section notation, as introduced in Fortran 90, is used todescribe subsets of processor arrays; individual processors may be referenced by theusual array subscript notation. Dimensions of a processor array may be permuted.Processor Intrinsics The number of processors on which the program executes may beaccessed by the intrinsic function $NP. A one dimensional processor array, $P(1:$NP),is always implicitly declared and may be referred to. This is the default primary arrayif there is no processor statement in a program. The index of an executing processor in$P is returned by the intrinsic function $MY PROC.Distribution Annotations Distribution annotations may be appended to array dec-larations to specify direct and implicit distributions of the arrays to processors. Directdistributions consist of the keyword DIST together with a parenthesized distribution ex-pression, and an optional TO clause. The TO clause speci�es the set of processors towhich the array(s) are distributed; if it is not present, the primary processor array isselected by default. A distribution expression consists of a list of distribution functions.There is either one function to describe the distribution of the entire array, which mayhave more than one dimension, or each function in the list distributes the correspond-ing array dimension to a dimension of the processor array. The elision symbol \:" isprovided to indicate that an array dimension is not distributed. If there are fewer dis-tributed dimensions in the data array than there are in the processor array, the arraywill be replicated to the remaining processor dimensions. Both intrinsic functions anduser-de�ned functions may be used to specify the distribution of an array dimension.REAL A(L,N,M), B(M,M,M) DIST ( BLOCK, CYCLIC, BLOCK )REAL C(1200) DIST ( MYOWNFUNC ) TO $PAnother way to specify a distribution is to prescribe that the same distribution func-tion be employed as that which was used to distribute a dimension of another array. Forexample,REAL D(100,100) DIST (=A.1, =A.3) TO MYP2will distribute D by BLOCK in both dimensions to the processor array MYP2. \A.1"refers to dimension 1 of array A while \=A.1" extracts the distribution of the �rstdimension of the array A. Note that both the extents of the array dimensions beingdistributed and the set of processors may di�er from those of A.9



Implicit distributions begin with the keyword ALIGN and require both the targetarray and a source array (so called because it is the source of the distribution). Anelement of the target array is distributed to the same processor as the speci�ed elementof the source array, which is determined by evaluating the expressions in the sourcearray description for each valid subscript of the target array. Here, II and JJ are boundvariables in the annotation, and range in value from 1 through 80.INTEGER IM(80,80) ALIGN IM(II,JJ) WITH D(JJ,II+10)As is the case with direct distributions, the user may de�ne functions to describe morecomplex alignments.By default, an array which is not explicitly distributed is replicated to all processors.Distribution Intrinsics Direct distributions may be speci�ed by using the elisionsymbol, as described above, and the BLOCK and CYCLIC intrinsic functions. TheBLOCK function distributes an array dimension to a processor dimension in evenly sizedsegments. The CYCLIC (or scatter) distribution maps elements of a dimension of thedata array in a round-robin fashion to a dimension of the processor array. If a widthis speci�ed, then contiguous segments of that width are distributed in a round-robinmanner.The linear expressions which specify an alignment may contain, in addition to theusual arithmetic operators \+", \-" and \*", the intrinsic functions MAX, MIN, MOD,LBOUND, UBOUND, and SIZE. The latter three are intrinsic functions similar to For-tran 90, and refer to the lower bound, upper bound and size of an array (dimension),respectively.The INDIRECT distribution intrinsic function enables the speci�cation of a mappingarray which allows each array element to be distributed individually to a single processor.The mapping array must be of the same size and shape as the array being distributed.The values of the given array are processor numbers (in $P):INTEGER IAPROCS(1000)REAL A(1000) DIST ( INDIRECT(IAPROCS) )Thus, for example, the value of IAPROCS(60) is the number of the processor to whichA(60) is to be mapped. Note that IAPROCS must be de�ned before it is used to specifythe distribution of A, and that each element of A can be mapped to only one processor.10



Dynamic Distributions and the DISTRIBUTE Statement By default, the dis-tribution of an array is static. Thus it does not change within the scope of the declarationto which the distribution has been appended. The keyword DYNAMIC is provided todeclare an array distribution to be dynamic. This permits the array to be the target of aDISTRIBUTE statement. A dynamically distributed array may optionally be providedwith an initial distribution in the manner described above for static distributions. Arange of permissible distributions may be speci�ed when the array is declared by givingthe keyword RANGE and a set of explicit distributions. If this does not appear, thearray may take on any permitted distribution with the appropriate dimensionality duringexecution of the program. Finally, the distribution of such an array may be dynamicallyconnected to the distribution of another dynamically distributed array in a speci�ed �xedmanner. This is expressed by means of the CONNECT keyword. Thus, if the latterarray is redistributed, then the connected array will automatically also be redistributed.REAL F(200,200) DYNAMIC ,& RANGE (( BLOCK, BLOCK ), ( CYCLIC(5), BLOCK ))The distribute statement begins with the keyword DISTRIBUTE and a list of thearrays which are to be distributed at runtime. Following the separator symbol \::", adirect, implicit or indirect distribution is speci�ed using the same constructs as those forspecifying static distributions. It has an optional NOTRANSFER clause; if it appears,then it speci�es that the arrays to which it applies are to be distributed according to thespeci�cation, but that old data (if there is any) is not to be transferred. Thus only theaccess function is modi�ed. For example:DISTRIBUTE A, B :: ( CYCLIC(10) ) NOTRANSFER (B)in the above statement, both arrays A and B are redistributed with the new distributionCYCLIC(10), however for the array B only the access function is changed, the old valuesare not transferred to the new locations. Whenever an array is redistributed via a dis-tribute statement, then any arrays connected to it are also automatically redistributedto maintain the relationship between their distributions.Distribution Queries and The DCASE Construct The DCASE construct en-ables the selection of a block of statements for execution depending on the actual distri-bution of one or more arrays. It is modeled after the CASE construct of Fortran 90. Thekeywords \SELECT DCASE" are followed by one or more arrays whose distributionfunctions are queried. The individual cases begin with the keyword \CASE" together11



with a distribution expression for each of the selected arrays. The distribution expres-sions consist of one or more distribution functions (which may contain arguments suchas a length), or a \*" which matches any distribution. The distribution of an array ismatched only if it is matched in all dimensions. The �rst case which satis�es the actualdistributions of the selected arrays is chosen and its statements executed. No more thanone case may be chosen.SELECT DCASE (A, B)CASE ( BLOCK),( BLOCK)CALL BLOCKSUB(A,B,N,M)CASE ( BLOCK),( CYCLIC)� � �CASE DEFAULT� � �END SELECTThe distributions of two di�erent arrays may be compared in a similar manner withinan IF statement.Allocatable Arrays An array may be declared with the allocatable attribute by spec-ifying the keyword ALLOCATABLE as in Fortran 90. The declaration de�nes the rankof the array, but not the bounds of any dimension. The array may be statically or dy-namically distributed. The ALLOCATE statement is provided to allocate an instance ofthe array with speci�ed bounds in each dimension. This instance is deallocated by meansof the DEALLOCATE statement. An allocatable array may not be accessed unless itis currently allocated and a distribution has been associated with it. The allocatableattribute should be used wherever the size of an array is not known at compile time; theuser is thus able to distribute the array with its actual bounds, rather than distributingthe largest array which is permitted. Further, it may remove the need for work arrays insome situations.Common Blocks Common blocks in which no data is explicitly distributed have thesame semantics as in Fortran 77. The common block storage sequence is de�ned forthem. Individual arrays which occur in a named common block may also be explicitly andindividually distributed just as other arrays are. However, they may not be dynamicallydistributed. Once storage space has been determined for a named common block, then12



it may not change during program execution. Note that, in accordance with Fortran 90,allocatable arrays may not be in common blocks.Procedures Dummy array arguments may be distributed in the same way as otherarrays. If the given distribution di�ers from that of the actual argument, then redistri-bution will take place. If the actual argument is dynamically distributed, then it maybe permanently modi�ed in a procedure; if it is statically distributed, then the originaldistribution must be restored on procedure exit. This can always be enforced by the key-word RESTORE. While argument transmission is generally call by reference, there aresituations in which arguments must be copied. The user can suppress this by specifyinga NOCOPY.Dummy array arguments may also inherit the distribution of the actual argument:this is speci�ed by using an \*" as the distribution expression:CALL EX(A,B(1:N,10),N,3)� � �SUBROUTINE EX(X,Y,N,J)REAL X(N,N) DIST (*)REAL Y(N) DIST ( BLOCK ) TO MYP2(1:N,J)Array sections may be passed as arguments to subroutines using the syntax of For-tran 90.Intrinsic Functions A number of intrinsic functions from Fortran 90 are very usefulfor writing programs on distributed memory machines. They include the functions SIZE,LBOUND, UBOUND, COUNT, ANY, and ALL, which may be used in Vienna Fortranprograms.The FORALL Loop The FORALL loop enables the user to assert that the itera-tions of a loop are independent and can be executed in parallel. A precondition for thecorrectness of this loop is that a value written in one iteration is neither read nor writtenin any other iteration. There is an implicit synchronization at the beginning and end ofsuch a loop. Private variables are permitted within forall loops; they are known only inthe forall loop in which they are declared and each loop iteration has its own copy. Theiterations of the loop may be assigned explicitly to processors if the user desires, or they13



may be performed by the processor which owns a speci�ed datum. Only tightly nestedforall loops are permitted.FORALL I = 1, NP1*NP2*NP3 ON $P (NOP(I))INTEGER K� � �END FORALLA reduction statement may be used within forall loops to perform such operationsas global sums (cf. ADD below); the result is not available until the end of the loop.The user may also de�ne reduction functions for operations which are commutative andassociative in the mathematical sense. The intrinsic reduction operators provided byVienna Fortran are ADD, MULT, MAX and MIN. The following statement results in thevalues of the array A being summed and the result being placed in the variable X.REDUCE ( ADD, X, A(I) )Input/Output Files read/written by parallel programs may be stored in a distributedmanner or on a single storage device. We provide a separate set of I/O operations toenable individual processor access to data stored across several devices.4 Writing Programs in Vienna FortranIn this section we introduce many of the language extensions of Vienna Fortran by show-ing how they may be used to produce parallel code for some simple problems. We discussseveral di�erent issues related to programming in general. The ideas in this section could,in principle, be applied to other programming languages which use similar data struc-tures.4.1 Distributing Data to ProcessorsIn Section 2 above, we saw how a Jacobi relaxation might be parallelized manually, undercertain simplifying assumptions. We present two versions of this same code in ViennaFortran. The �rst version tends to run faster on machines with a high communicationlatency, whereas the second version will often be preferred for its overall communicationbehavior.All that has been added to the sequential code to produce the �rst parallel Jacobirelaxation, shown in Figure 3, is an annotation which tells the compiler to distribute the14



C PARALLEL CODE VERSION 1REAL UNEW(1:N,1:N), U(1:N,1:N), F(1:N,1:N) DIST (:, BLOCK)CALL INIT (U, F, N)� � �DO 40 J = 2, N-1DO 40 I = 2, N-1UNEW(I,J) = 0.25 * (F(I,J) + U(I-1, J) + U(I+1, J) +& U(I, J-1) + U(I, J+1) )40 CONTINUE: : : Figure 3: Jacobi relaxation code in Vienna Fortran.second dimension of all three arrays by block to all processors: the compiler will generatecode to place the data accordingly. It is also responsible for inserting the necessarycommunication.Note that no reference has been made to the processors executing the program inthis example. Thus the data is mapped implicitly to a one-dimensional processor arrayconsisting of the processors available at run time. The elision symbol was used to ensurethat only one dimension of the arrays is distributed.An alternative implementation of the Jacobi relaxation requires that the arrays bemapped to a two-dimensional processor grid. It begins with the following declarations:
15



C PARALLEL CODE version 2ASSERT (NP .GE . 4)PROCESSORS P(NP,NP)REAL UNEW(1:N,1:N), U(1:N,1:N), F(1:N,1:N) DIST ( BLOCK, BLOCK ): : :The rest of the code is the same as shown in Figure 3. This Vienna Fortran pro-gram �rst declares a square processor array, whose size will be determined at load time.The programmer requires at least four processors in each dimension and expresses thisby making an appropriate assertion. The array declaration includes an annotation todistribute the arrays by block in both dimensions: this maps them in square blocks tothe processors. The code has been written so as to be independent of the number ofprocessors it will execute on, and does not need to be recompiled each time it runs ona di�erent con�guration. (But, if it is to be run on a �xed number of processors everytime, then a processor array may naturally be declared with �xed bounds { it is likely toresult in faster code). This is the data distribution used in manually parallelized versionof the code and the compiler must distribute the data and organize the communicationto produce the code similar to that shown in Figure 2.This version of the code will thus result in compiled code which is markedly di�erentfrom the �rst version and may exhibit di�erent behavior at run time. When the �rstversion is executed, the data is to be distributed in blocks of columns to the processors.To compute local values of UNEW, a processor will require a vector of values from thetwo neighboring processors. The second version distributes data in squares. As a result,a processor will require values from four neighboring processors to compute its localvalues. In general, the second version requires fewer data items to be sent and received,however the number of messages per iteration increases from two to four. Thus, theactual performance of the codes will be dependent not only on the message latency ofthe underlying hardware but also on the start-up time per message. It is an easy matterto implement both versions in Vienna Fortran and compare their performance.16



Other Ways to Distribute ArraysWe have already seen the intrinsic functions provided by Vienna Fortran to specify themost common kinds of distributions: BLOCK and CYCLIC map a dimension of an arrayto a dimension of a processor array. The following are further examples of Vienna Fortranarray declarations annotated by a distribution:PROCESSORS P2(NP,MP)REAL XX(1000,100) DIST ( CYCLIC(50), BLOCK )REAL YY(10000) DIST ( BLOCK ) TO $PINTEGER KK(500,50,5) DIST ( BLOCK, CYCLIC, : ) TO P2/2,1/Arrays XX and KK are distributed to P2: however, the dimensions have been per-muted in the second case, so that the the �rst dimension of KK is distributed by blockto the second dimension of P2, and the second dimension of KK is scatter distributed tothe �rst dimension of P2. YY is distributed to $P, which has NP*MP elements in thiscase. Remember that the standard ordering of array elements de�ned in Fortran 77 maybe applied to processor arrays, so that there is a well-de�ned relationship between theelements of $P and those of P2.Implicit distribution, or alignment might be used, for example, to parallelize thefollowing kernel as shown:PARAMETER ( N = ...)REAL ZX(N+12) DIST ( BLOCK )REAL X(N),Y(N) ALIGN $ (I) WITH ZX(I + 10)REAL Q, R, TDO 11 K = 1, NX(K) = Q + Y(K)* ( R*ZX(K+10) + T* ZX(K+11))11 CONTINUEThe elements of arrays X and Y are aligned with the elements of array ZX in theexample above: for each I from 1 through N, X(I) is mapped to the processor that ownselement ZX(I+10). The $ symbol is merely a placeholder, indicating that multiple arraysare being aligned. Note that the scalar variables are replicated.In practice, alignments can be used whenever there is a �xed relationship betweentwo arrays that is of a very speci�c nature. In other situations it will generally su�ce,or be more appropriate, to specify that data items are to be distributed \in the sameway". In the above, for example, the distribution of X and Y could have been expressedby giving them the same distribution function as ZX:17



REAL X(N), Y(N) DIST (=ZX)This distributes X and Y by block, with the appropriate block sizes. In this case, Xand Y would be distributed evenly by block across the processors. Since they have fewerelements than ZX, the length of their blocks may be slightly smaller than the length ofthe blocks of ZX. When they are aligned with ZX as above, then the lengths of the �rstblocks of X and Y will be identical to those of ZX. However, the last processor will containfewer elements of these arrays. For example, if N = 100 and the data is distributed to 4processors, then the second distribution would distribute 25 elements of X and Y to eachprocessor, whereas the alignment with ZX would result in the mapping of 28 elementsof X and Y to the �rst three processors, and only 16 elements to the last of them. Thusthe elements of X and Y are not spread evenly over the processors. It will depend verymuch on the nature of our computation which of these distributions performs better.Note that if we choose to distribute X and Y in the same way as ZX, we could actuallydistribute them all by one single declaration in this case. But that would not be true ina subroutine when, say, ZX is a dummy argument whose distribution is not known. Bothalignment and the referral to the distribution of other arrays are important in subroutineswhere information on the distribution of dummy arguments is incomplete.Rather more complex distributions and alignments are required in many real appli-cations. Many of them, such as arbitrary rectilinear block distributions are useful to theprogrammer and can be e�ciently implemented. We will see an example of a user-de�neddistribution function in Section 5.4.2 Using Subroutines in Vienna FortranWe discuss the main issues which arise when subroutines� are invoked with distributedarguments by, again, looking at a very simple example. This permits us to ignore thecomputational problem and concentrate on the situations a programmer will need to beable to deal with.It is common practice to write subroutines for such operations as matrix multiplica-tion, which are used frequently. In this section we consider how this is done in ViennaFortran.When a distribution annotation is appended to a declaration in Vienna Fortran,then that distribution has the same scope as the declaration itself. In a subroutine,both local arrays and dummy array arguments may be given an explicit distributionwhen they are declared. As we will see below, this makes the mechanism of appending�We will not examine functions separately; they can be written similarly.18



distribution annotations to array declarations a very powerful tool, enabling a controlledredistribution of data.One version of a subroutine to multiply matrices in Vienna Fortran is as follows:SUBROUTINE MATMUL(A,B,C,N,M,L)REAL A(N,M),B(M,L), C(N,L) DIST (*)DO 30 I = 1, NDO 30 J = 1, LC(I,J) = 0.0DO 30 K = 1, MC(I,J) = C(I,J) + A(I,K)*B(K,J)30 CONTINUERETURNENDIn this routine we employ the additional method for specifying distributions whichcan be used for dummy array arguments only. If a \*" is used to specify the distribution,then the dummy argument inherits the distribution of the actual array. This means thateach time the above routine is called, the actual arguments may be distributed di�erentlyto the processors. Interprocedural distribution analysis will often reveal the distributionfunctions which reach the subroutine, and the compiler is then able to generate code basedon that information. This is a exible way to write subroutines. But an unfortunateconsequence of using inherited distributions is that the compiler may not always haveprecise (or, if it is separately compiled, any) information on the actual distributions whichmay reach the dummy arguments. In cases where this analysis fails, there is a way ofproviding extra help. If the user knows that only a few distributions will occur, then thisinformation may be provided in a RANGE clause which is appended to the distribution.For example, the speci�cation:REAL A(N,M) DIST (*),& RANGE (( BLOCK, BLOCK ), ( BLOCK, CYCLIC(100) ))declares that only the distributions, (BLOCK,BLOCK) and (BLOCK,CYCLIC(100)) areallowed for the dummy argument A.Further, the e�ciency of the computation within the subroutine may depend veryheavily on the actual distributions of the arguments, thus yielding good performance insome cases and very poor performance in others.19



An alternative implementation might distribute the dummy array arguments explic-itly. We may write, for example:SUBROUTINE MATMUL(A,B,C,N,M,L)REAL A(N,M), C(N,L) DIST ( BLOCK,: ) TO $PREAL B(M,L)DO 30 I = 1, N: : :Now this subroutine also has three dummy argument arrays, two of which, A andC, are distributed by block in the �rst dimension to all available processors whereasthe third, B, is replicated. The dummy arguments are explicitly distributed in orderto eliminate communication during the computation of the result. However, the actualarguments may not have the same distribution as the dummy arguments with which theyare associated. When their distributions di�er, they must be redistributed on entry tothe subroutine to match the speci�ed distribution. In general, their original distributionmust also be restored on exit from the subroutine. Thus the e�cient implementation ofthe computation within the subroutine has a price: the redistribution of actual argumentsmay sometimes be very costly.We have seen the apparent di�culty in resolving two legitimate demands of a generalpurpose subroutine: that it handle a variety of di�erent arguments, which may be di�er-ently distributed, on the one hand, and that it handle them e�ciently on the other hand.Redistribution may be costly, yet we may want to implement the routine in a way thatis handled optimally on the target machine. Vienna Fortran provides a construct whichmay be used in this situation: the DCASE construct, which is modeled along the linesof the CASE construct in Fortran 90. It enables the selection of a block of statementsaccording to the actual distribution of one or more arrays.The third subroutine for matrix multiplication begins as follows:
20



SUBROUTINE MMUL(A,B,C,N,M,L)REAL A(N,M),B(M,L), C(N,L) DIST (*)INTEGER LEN, LSUBSELECT DCASE (C,A):CASE ( BLOCK, : ),( BLOCK, : )IF (M*L .LE . MAXSIZE) THENCALL MATMUL(A,B,C,N,M,L)ELSE LEN = L / $NPDO 45 J = 1, $NPCALL MATMUL1 (A,B,C,N,M,L,LEN,J)45 CONTINUEENDIFCASE ( BLOCK, BLOCK ),( BLOCK, * )� � �CASE DEFAULT� � �END SELECTIn the above, the matrix operation is handled in a speci�c way depending on howthe actual argument arrays are distributed. In this way, we can insert appropriate codeor call further subroutines as required. The compiler has precise information on thedistribution functions of the selected arrays for the block of statements within the cases.Only one of the case alternatives is executed; if none of the other speci�cations match,then the default (if present) is selected. Here, the cases are examined in the order inwhich they occur textually. The �rst distribution expression is compared with the actualdistribution of C, and the second with that of A. If C is distributed by block in the �rstdimension and not at all in the second, and A likewise, then the �rst case is selected andits code executed. Otherwise, the distribution of C is then compared with the next case:if it is distributed by block in both dimensions, then if A is distributed by block in the�rst dimension, this case is selected. An \*" matches any distribution whatsoever.21



5 Applications in Vienna FortranIn this section we look at the structure of two frequent kinds of codes that are used tohandle a variety of applications. The �rst of them shows how a particular numericalmethod might be expressed in Vienna Fortran; the second code shows how one couldapproach problems which cannot be e�ciently distributed at compile time. We thenbriey discuss some issues which arise with certain Fortran constructs and programmingstyles.5.1 ADI IterationOne well known and e�ective method for solving partial di�erential equations in twoor more dimensions is known as ADI (Alternating Direction Implicit) [17]. It is widelyused in computational uid dynamics, and other areas of computational physics. Thename ADI derives from the fact that \implicit" equations, usually tridiagonal systems,are solved in both the x and y directions at each step. In terms of data structure access,one step of the algorithm can be described as follows: an operation (a tridiagonal solvehere) is performed independently on each x-line of the array and the same operation isthen performed, again independently, on each y-line of the array.We present two versions of a step of the ADI algorithm here. The �rst version is shownin Figure 4. Here, the current solution, U , the right hand sides, F , and the temporaryarray, V , are all distributed by blocks of columns to the implicit one-dimensional arrayof processors, $P.In this version, the sweep over the columns (representing x-lines) is performed by the�rst loop while the sweep over the rows (representing y-lines) is performed via a callto the routine YSWEEP. In each case, the subroutine sequential TRIDIAG (not shownhere) is given a right hand side and overwrites it with the solution of a constant coe�cienttridiagonal system.The array V is redistributed when subroutine YSWEEP is invoked; thus it is dis-tributed in blocks of columns when the �rst loop is executed, and is distributed in blocksof rows when the second loop is performed. This makes it possible to use a sequentialtridiagonal solver in each of these since neither x-lines in the �rst loop nor the y-lines inthe second loop cross processor boundaries. Note that the redistribution of V is a \trans-pose" of the array with respect to the set of processors and requires each processor toexchange data with each of the other processors. The communication here is containedimplicitly in the subroutine call and the tridiagonal solvers themselves do not requireinterprocessor communication. 22



PARAMETER (NX = 100, NY = 100)REAL U(NX, NY), F(NX, NY), V(NX, NY) DIST ( :, BLOCK)CALL RESID( V, U, F, NX, NY)C Sweep over x-linesDO 10 J = 1, NYCALL TRIDIAG( V(:, J), NX)10 CONTINUECALL YSWEEP(V,NX,NY)DO 30 J = 1, NYDO 30 I = 1, NXU(I, J) = V(I, J)30 CONTINUE: : :SUBROUTINE YSWEEP (V,NX,NY)REAL V(NX,NY) DIST ( BLOCK, : )C Sweep over y-linesDO 20 I = 1, NXCALL TRIDIAG( V(I, :), NY)20 CONTINUE Figure 4: An ADI iteration: Version 1Since the distribution of a statically distributed array has to be restored on returnto the calling unit, the array V is redistributed at subroutine exit to be distributed bycolumns. Hence, the assignment of the values of V to U in the last loop does not causeany communication.We had presented another version of this algorithm in our earlier paper [4]; we re-produce the code here in Figure 5. In this second version, we do not call a subroutineto enforce a redistribution of V. Instead, V is declared to have a dynamic distribution,and is initially distributed by block in the second dimension. The range attribute spec-i�es that the only distributions allowed for V are blocks of rows or columns. Thus, thesituation for the �rst loop remains the same, i.e., the columns do not cross processorboundaries and hence the sequential tridiagonal solver can be employed. After the �rst23



PARAMETER (NX = 100, NY = 100)REAL U(NX, NY), F(NX, NY) DIST (:, BLOCK)REAL V(NX, NY) DYNAMIC , RANGE ( (:, BLOCK), ( BLOCK, :)),& DIST (:, BLOCK)CALL RESID( V, U, F, NX, NY)C Sweep over x-linesDO 10 J = 1, NYCALL TRIDIAG( V(:, J), NX)10 CONTINUEDISTRIBUTE V :: ( BLOCK, : )C Sweep over y-linesDO 10 I = 1, NXCALL TRIDIAG( V(I, :), NY)10 CONTINUEDO 30 J = 1, NYDO 30 I = 1, NXU(I, J) = V(I, J)30 CONTINUE Figure 5: An ADI iteration: Version 2loop we explicitly redistribute the array V to be blocked by rows via a DISTRIBUTEstatement. Now, the second loop ranges over the rows of V again using the sequentialtridiagonal solver. In this code, the �nal assignment of the array V to the array U willalso induce communication similar to the \transpose" at the subroutine boundary abovesince U and V are distributed in di�erent dimensions. Thus in the �rst case we performedthe communication implicitly, by passing the array to a subroutine where the dummyargument has an explicit distribution, and in the second case we executed a statementto do the same work.There are many ways in which the ADI algorithm may be formulated. For example,another formulation would declare array V with a static distribution and not redistributeit at all. A parallel tridiagonal solver would then be called in the second loop; thecommunication would take place within the solver. Similarly, one could declare a two-dimensional processor structure and distribute the arrays by block in both dimensions:24



a parallel tridiagonal solver would then be used for both the x- and the y-lines.All versions of this algorithm are equally easy to express in Vienna Fortran: which ofthese performs the best may be dependent on various factors including message startupand transfer times of the underlying architectures. The point is that it is a trivial matterto change the distributions, or to substitute the calls to the sequential tridiagonal solverused here by calls to a parallel tridiagonal solver and thus experiment with the di�erentversions. In marked contrast, such changes will typically induce weeks of reprogrammingin a message-passing language.5.2 Irregular DistributionsThere are a number of scienti�c codes where an e�cient distribution of some of themajor data structures is not possible at compile time. The distribution of an array maydepend, for example, on the values of another array - or even on its own values, as in theexample given below. Examples of such codes include, but are not limited to, particle-in-cell methods, sparse linear algebra, and PDE solvers using unstructured and/or adaptivemeshes.Here, we look at an abstraction of a two-dimensional unstructured mesh Euler solver.The mesh is represented by triangles and the ow variables are stored at the vertices of themesh. We reproduce only one part of the computation, which consists of accumulatingat each node the contribution from each of the edges incident upon it. The computationis implemented as a loop over the edges: the contribution of each edge is subtracted fromthe value at one node and added to the value at the other node.Figure 6 shows one way in which this computation may be speci�ed in Vienna Fortran.The mesh is represented by the array EDGE, where EDGE(I; 1) and EDGE(I; 2) arethe node numbers at the two ends of the Ith edge. The arrays X and Y represent thevalues at each of the NNODE nodes.Consider the distribution of the data across the (implicit) one-dimensional array ofprocessors. Since the mesh must be distributed at runtime, in order to balance thecomputational load across the processors, each of the arrays has to be dynamically dis-tributed.The array X, representing a data value at each node, is declared to be dynamicallydistributed with an initial block distribution. Further below, this array is explicitlydistributed via the indirect distribution mechanism provided by Vienna Fortran. Theindirection is based on the mapping array MAP, whose values are dependent on thestructure of the mesh and are de�ned in the user speci�ed routine PARTITION (thecode for PARTITION has not been shown here). The value of the Ith element of the25



array MAP , which must be declared with the same size as X, is the number of theprocessor in $P to which the Ith element of the array X is distributed.Y is also declared with the keywordDYNAMIC and is assigned the same distributionas X; its distribution is, however, connected with that ofX by theCONNECT attribute.This means that when X is redistributed, Y is automatically redistributed with exactlythe same distribution function. The DISTRIBUTE statement for array X speci�esthe NOTRANSFER attribute for array Y . This means that when the two arrays areredistributed, only the values of X are to be transferred to the new locations; the oldvalues of Y are not moved.The array EDGE is also declared with a dynamic distribution and is initially dis-tributed by block. Given the structure of the computation, it would be useful to distributeEDGE in such a way that the values at one or both of its nodes are on the same proces-sor. We have chosen to distribute the elements of EDGE to the processor which owns thevalues for the �rst of its nodes. Such a distribution cannot be described by the intrinsicfunctions, so it is speci�ed by the user-de�ned distribution function (DFUNCTION)FDIST in Figure 6.DFUNCTIONs are similar to regular Fortran functions, but have a special implicitargument declared with the keyword TARGET. It represents the array that is beingdistributed. Here, the distribution function FDIST takes as arguments the arraysMAPand EDGE and the special argument A. The function body then speci�es that theIth row of the array A is to be distributed to the processor whose number is givenby MAP (EDGE(I; 1)). Thus, when the distribution function FDIST is accessed inthe distribute statement, the special argument A is associated with the array beingdistributed, i.e., EDGE, so that EDGE is distributed as required.The computation is speci�ed using a FORALL loop, with an ON clause to specifywhere each iteration is to be performed. Thus the iterations of the loop, over the edgesin this case, can be executed in parallel. In Figure 6, the ON clause speci�es that the Ithiteration should be performed on the processor that owns the (I; 1)th element of EDGE.Non-local values which are read can be gathered before the execution commences.The variables N1, N2 and DELTAX declared within the FORALL loop are privatevariables. Thus assignments to these variables do not cause ow dependencies betweeniterations of the loop. For each edge, the X values at the two incident nodes are readand used to compute the contribution DELTAX for the edge. This contribution is thenaccumulated into the values of Y for the two nodes.Since multiple iterations will accumulate Y values at each node, di�erent iterationswrite to the same array elements, which is not permitted within a FORALL. So that this26



PARAMETER (NNODE = : : : )PARAMETER (NEDGE = : : : )REAL X(NNODE) DYNAMIC , DIST ( BLOCK)REAL Y(NNODE) DYNAMIC , CONNECT (=X)INTEGER MAP(NNODE) DIST ( BLOCK)REAL EDGE(NEDGE,2) DYNAMIC , DIST ( BLOCK)� � �CALL PARTITION( MAP, EDGE )DISTRIBUTE X :: ( INDIRECT(MAP)) NOTRANSFER (Y)DISTRIBUTE EDGE :: ( FDIST(MAP, EDGE, NEDGE, NNODE) )� � �FORALL I = 1, NEDGE ON OWNER ( EDGE(I,1) )INTEGER N1, N2REAL DELTAXN1 = EDGE(I,1)N2 = EDGE(I,2)DELTAX = F(X(N1), X(N2))REDUCE ( ADD, Y(N1), { DELTAX)REDUCE ( ADD, Y(N2), DELTAX)END FORALL� � �END: : :DFUNCTION FDIST(MAP, EDGE, N, M)TARGET A(N,*)REAL MAP(M) DIST(*)INTEGER EDGE(N,2) DIST(*)DO 10 I = 1, NA(I,:) DIST TO $P (MAP(EDGE(I,1)) )10 CONTINUEEND Figure 6: Code for Unstructured Mesh27



situation does not prevent parallel execution, Vienna Fortran provides special reductionstatements which allow accumulations across the iterations of a FORALL loop. Thereduction operator ADD is used here to accumulate the contribution of the edge to thevalues at the nodes on which it is incident. The results cannot be accessed within theFORALL loop, and hence the accumulations can be easily performed by the system afterall iterations are completed. This code makes use of the reduction operator ADD.The most important feature of this code as far as its compilation is concerned isthat the values of X and Y are accessed via the edges, hence a level of indirection isinvolved. We distributed the arrays in such a way that the values at the �rst node of anedge are always local to a loop iteration, but the values at the second node may not be.The data distribution of each of the arrays is determined at run time; thus the compilercannot detect which references are local and which are not. In such situations, runtimetechniques such as those developed in [12, 28] are needed to generate and exploit thecommunication pattern.5.3 Some Fortran IssuesThere are several important features of Fortran codes which have not been dealt with inthe sections above. We discuss just a few of them.Common Blocks Common blocks are used in Fortran 77 to enable di�erent programunits to de�ne and reference the same data without using arguments, and to share storageunits. In Vienna Fortran, the user may retain full Fortran 77 semantics for a commonblock by not explicitly distributing any of the objects within it at any place in the pro-gram. In this case, there is conceptually one copy of the common block, and conventionalstorage association holds for it. Note that, in accordance with the rules of Fortran 90,allocatable arrays may not be in common blocks. Vienna Fortran also permits explicitdistribution of arrays within named common blocks. However, their distribution may notbe dynamic. If distributions are given at more than one place in the program for objectsin common blocks with the same name, then they must be identical except for the namesof the objects. The common block storage sequence holds for those parts of a commonblock which are not explicitly distributed { we refer to these as replicated sections below.For example:PROGRAM MAINCOMMON /COM1/ X, Y(12), B(12,30), A, AZ, AX28



C NONE OF THESE ITEMS ARE DECLAREDThe above common block does not contain any data explicitly distributed by the user.As a consequence, these data may be used in common blocks with the same name in theusual Fortran77 manner. In contrast, several objects in the following common block areexplicitly distributed:PROGRAM MAINREAL A(12) DIST( BLOCK )REAL B(4,5) DIST( CYCLIC, : )COMMON /COM2/ CC, DD, EE, FF, GG, HH, A, BArrays A and B are distributed explicitly and thus determine the distribution of thesetwo storage areas in the common block. The variables in the common block before themcomprise a replicated section of the common block and they will be stored contiguously.In a subroutine of the same program, a common block with the same name may be de-clared with:REAL S(4,3) DIST(*)REAL T(2,5,2) DIST(*)C THIS IS PERMITTEDCOMMON /COM2/ R(6), S(4,3), T(2,5,2)The array R is not declared separately in the subprogram; it will be associated withthe six variables of the replicated section above. The arrays S and T are declared suchthat they inherit their distributions from the distributed common objects, named A andB above, respectively, with whom they are associated by storage.However, the following declaration of COM2 in a subroutine is not permitted:29



REAL E(6) DIST ( BLOCK )REAL Z(2,5,2) DIST (:, CYCLIC, : )C THIS IS NOT PERMITTEDCOMMON /COM2/ E, X(8), Y(4), ZHere, the replicated section of COM2 has been associated with an explicitly dis-tributed object. Secondly, an attempt has been made to associate both arrays X and Ywith the �rst distributed common object. Finally, the second distributed common objectof COM2 is redistributed by the explicit distribution of array Z. All three manipulationsare not permitted.Equivalence Association Some restrictions should be placed on the use of the FortranEQUIVALENCE statement when data objects are distributed. In Vienna Fortran, wedo not permit an implicit distribution by equivalencing. Further, no distributed arraymay be associated by equivalence with any other distributed object. Thus equivalenceassociation is permitted between replicated data only.Work Arrays Fortran 77 does not permit dynamic storage allocation. It is thus com-mon programming practice to declare arrays with a maximum size and use them withsome other, smaller, size during the computation. Further, a large work array is oftendeclared, parts of which are then used as individual arrays with the size and shape re-quired by the computation. So that arrays may be declared as they are used, ViennaFortran includes the concept of allocatable arrays as de�ned in Fortran 90. An indi-vidual array with unknown size may be declared with the ALLOCATABLE attribute.Once its bounds are known, it can be allocated using the ALLOCATE statement. Anallocatable array may also be annotated with distribution expressions to specify the dis-tribution of the array. This distribution expression can be completely evaluated onlyafter the allocation of the array. For example:REAL A(:) ALLOCATABLE DIST(BLOCK)...READ (*,*) LENALLOCATE ( A(LEN)) 30



Here we have declared A to be a one-dimensional allocatable array. Thus the distri-bution expression (BLOCK in this case) will be evaluated for A with length LEN, andthe LEN elements of A distributed evenly across the processors. Without allocatablearrays, A would have to be declared with some maximum size (greater than LEN) anddistributed by BLOCK with respect to this maximum size. Since only the �rst LENelements of A are to be used, some of the processors might not have any of the elementsof A which are actually used in the computation. By using allocatable arrays, we makesure that all processors are involved in the computation.As noted above, many Fortran applications are characterized by the fact that runtimedata determines the size of the underlying data objects. In many applications, theactual number of objects involved is also unknown at compile time or may vary duringcomputation. Such situations require the work array to be distributed dynamically, sincethe actual distribution of the objects may be dependent on runtime data. Such an arrayis declared with the ALLOCATABLE and DYNAMIC attributes. One strategy fordistributing such a work array is to distribute each of these objects independently to allprocessors, by BLOCK for example. Another strategy would be to distribute each ofthese objects to a subset of processors. This kind of distribution must be handled by auser-de�ned distribution function in Vienna Fortran.6 Related WorkWe discuss some of the related research in both language development for parallel ma-chines and compilation techniques briey below.A number of parallel programming languages have been proposed, both for use onspeci�c machines and as general languages supporting some measure of portability (e.g.OCCAM [23]). Languages for coordinating individual threads of a parallel program, suchas LINDA [1] and STRAND [7], have been introduced to enable functional parallelism.Most manufacturers have extended sequential languages, such as Fortran and C, withlibrary routines to manage processes and communication. In most explicitly parallellanguages, the user performs many of the tasks which a compiler is expected to handlefor a Vienna Fortran program.The concept of de�ning processor arrays and distributing data to them was �rst in-troduced in the programming language BLAZE [13] in the context of shared memorysystems with non-uniform access times. This research was continued in the Kali pro-gramming language [18] for distributed memory machines, which requires that the userspecify data distributions in much the same way that Vienna Fortran does. It permits31



both standard and user-de�ned distributions; a forall statement allows explicit user spec-i�cation of parallel loops. The design of Kali has greatly inuenced the development ofVienna Fortran.Other languages have taken a similar approach: the language DINO [26, 27], for ex-ample, requires the user to specify a distribution of data to an environment, several ofwhich may be mapped to one processor. The programmer does not specify communica-tion explicitly, but must mark non-local accesses. In Booster [20, 21], data distributionsare speci�ed separately from the algorithm in an annotation module; a distinction is madebetween work and data partitions.More recently, the Yale Extensions, currently being developed by Chen et al. [5],specify the distribution of arrays in three stages: alignment, partition and a physicalmap. Because all these stages are modeled as bijective functions between index domains,data replication is not possible. By restricting the scope of layout directives to phases, ablock structure is imposed on Fortran 90.The programming language Fortran D [8], under development at Rice University,proposes a Fortran language extension in which the programmer speci�es the distributionof data by aligning each array to a virtual array, known as a decomposition, and thenspecifying a distribution of the decomposition to a virtual machine. These are executablestatements, and array distributions are dynamic only. While the general use of alignmentenables simple speci�cation of some of the relationships between items of program data,we believe that it is often simpler and more natural to specify a direct mapping. Wefurther believe that many problems will require more complete control over the way inwhich data elements are mapped to processors at run time. Fortran90D [34], proposedby researchers at Syracuse University, is based upon CM Fortran [31].Digital Equipment Corporation has proposed language extensions [16] for data dis-tribution conformant with both Fortran 77 and Fortran 90. These include directivesfor statically aligning data with decompositions. They are speci�ed when the array isdeclared. The user may explicitly distribute dummy array arguments; if the distributiondi�ers from that of the actual argument, redistribution occurs. The original distributionis restored at subroutine exit. It is assumed that the compiler will implement a defaultdistribution for those arrays which are not explicitly distributed by the user. A forallstatement is provided.Cray Research Inc. has announced a set of language extensions to Cray Fortran(cf77) [22] which enable the user to specify the distribution of data and work. Theyprovide intrinsics for data distribution and permit redistribution at subroutine bounds.Further, they permit the user to structure the executing processors by giving them a32



shape and weighting the dimensions. Several methods for distributing iterations of loopsare provided.The Cray programming model assumes that initial execution is sequential and theuser speci�es the start and end of parallel execution explicitly. Many of the featuresof shared memory parallel languages have been retained: these include critical sections,events and locks. New instructions for node I/O are provided. In addition, there are anumber of intrinsic functions to access parts of arrays local to a processor, and reductionand parallel pre�x operations are included.The implementation of Vienna Fortran and similar languages requires a particularlysophisticated compilation system, which not only performs standard program analysisbut also, in particular, analyzes the program's data dependences [37]. In general, anumber of code transformations must be performed if the target code is to be e�cient.The compiler must, in particular, insert all messages - optimizing their size and theirposition wherever possible.The compilation system SUPERB (University of Vienna) [35] takes, in addition to asequential Fortran program, a speci�cation of the desired data distribution and convertsthe code to an equivalent program to run on a distributed memory machine, insertingthe communication required and optimizing it where possible. The user is able to specifyarbitrary block distributions. It can handle much of the functionality of Vienna Fortranwith respect to static arrays.The Kali compiler [12] was the �rst system to support both regular and irregularcomputations, using an inspector/executor strategy to handle indirectly distributed data.It produces code which is independent of the number of processors.The MIMDizer [19] and ASPAR [11] (within the Express system) are two commercialsystems which support the task of generating parallel code. The MIMDizer incorporatesa good deal of program analysis, and permits the user to interactively select block andcyclic distributions for array dimensions. ASPAR performs relatively little analysis, andinstead employs pattern-matching techniques to detect common stencils in the code, fromwhich communications are generated.Pandore [2] takes a C program annotated with a user-declared virtual machine anddata distributions to produce code containing explicit communication. Compilers forseveral functional languages annotated with data distributions (Id Nouveau [25], Crys-tal [15]) have also been developed which are targeted to distributed memory machines.Quinn and Hatcher [10], and Reeves et al. [6, 24] compile languages based on SIMDsemantics. These attempt to minimize the interprocessor synchronizations inherent inSIMD execution. The AL compiler [33], targeted to one-dimensional systolic arrays,33



distributes only one dimension of the arrays. Based on the one dimensional distribution,this compiler allocates the iterations to the cells of the systolic array in a way thatminimizes inter-cell communications.The PARTI primitives, a set of run time library routines to handle irregular compu-tations, have been developed by Saltz and coworkers [28, 29]. These primitives have beenintegrated into the Vienna Fortran Compilation System and are also being implementedin the context of the FORTRAN D Programming environment being developed at RiceUniversity. Similar strategies to preprocess DO loops at runtime to extract the commu-nication pattern have also been developed within the context of the Kali language byKoelbel and Mehrotra [12, 14]. Explicit run-time generation of messages is also consid-ered by [6, 15, 25], however, these do not save the extracted communication pattern toavoid recalculation.7 Implementation StatusThe Vienna Fortran Compilation System is currently being developed at the Universityof Vienna. It is based upon previous work performed by several groups, but, in particular,upon the experience gained with the parallelization system SUPERB ([35]). It currentlygenerates code for the Intel iPSC/860, the GENESIS architecture, and SUPRENUM.The implementation of a substantial subset of Vienna Fortran has already been com-pleted. This includes� Static array distributions� Arbitrary rectilinear block distributions� Inherited distributions for dummy array arguments� Forall loopsSpecial consideration has been given to optimizing the generated code. In particular,the following analysis and optimization methods have been implemented:� Interprocedural communication analysis� Communication optimization: matching access patterns to aggregate communica-tion routines, elimination of redundant communication, fusion of communicationstatements� Interprocedural dynamic distribution analysis34



� Interprocedural distribution propagation� Procedure Cloning� Optimization of parallel loop scheduling� Optimization of irregular access patterns, based on the PARTI routines ([28])The current compilation system is a full implementation of Fortran 77. Among otherthings, it permits the user to distribute work arrays, sections of which may be individuallydistributed; it also handles equivalencing. It performs extensive data dependence analysisand interprocedural analysis to determine the correctness of all transformations appliedto the program code.Implementation of further features of Vienna Fortran, in particular the dynamic dis-tributions, is under way. There is still an amount of research to be done in this area,including methods for the e�cient handling of user de�ned distribution and alignmentfunctions.8 ConclusionsIn view of the increasing importance of distributed memory parallel computing systems,it is vital that the task of writing new programs and converting existing (sequential) codeto these machines be greatly simpli�ed. An approach which may substantially reduce thecost of developing codes is to provide a set of language extensions for existing sequentiallanguages (in particular, Fortran and C) that are not bound to any speci�c existingsystem but can be used across a wide range of architectures. These extensions shouldbe as simple as possible, but they should also be broad enough to permit the expressionof a wide variety of algorithms at a high level. In particular, since the data distributionhas a critical impact on the performance of the program at runtime, tight programmercontrol of the mapping of data to the system's processors must be possible.We believe that Vienna Fortran is a signi�cant step on the path towards a standardin this area.AcknowledgmentsThe authors would like to thank Peter Brezany, Andreas Schwald, Mark Furtney, IreneQualters, Joel Saltz, John Van Rosendale and the Fortran D group at Rice Universityfor their helpful comments and discussions.35
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